
SECTION-A

This section consists of 25 multiple choice questions with overall choice to attempt any 20 questions. In case more than
desirable number of questions are attempted, ONLY first 20 will be considered for evaluation.

1. A body is positively charged, it implies that
(a) there is only positive charge in the body
(b) there is positive as well as negative charge in the body but the positive charge is more than negative charge
(c) there is equal positive and negative charge in the body but the positive charge lies in the outer regions
(d) negative charge is displaced from its position

2. In a region of constant potential
(a) the electric field is uniform
(b) the electric field is zero
(c) the electric field shall necessarily change if a charge is placed outside the region
(d) None of these

3. A dielectric slab is inserted between the plates of an isolated charged capacitor. Which of the following quantities remain
unchanged ?
(a) The charge on the capacitor (b) The stored energy in the Capacitor
(c) The potential difference between the plates (d) The electric field in the capacitor

4. The electrostatic potential energy of a system of two charges is negative when
(a) both the charges are positive (b) both the charges are negative
(c) one charge is positive and other is negative (d) both the charges are separated by infinite distance

5. A square surface of side L meter in the plane of the paper is placed in a uniform electric field E (volt/m) acting along the same
plane at an angle q with the horizontal side of the square as shown in Figure. The electric flux linked to the surface, in units of
volt. m, is
(a) EL2            

E

q

(b) EL2 cos q
(c) EL2 sin q
(d) zero

6. If Ea be the electric field strength of a short dipole at a point on its axial line and Ee that on the equatorial line at the
same distance, then
(a) Ee= 2Ea (b) Ea = 2Ee (c) Ea = Ee (d) None of these
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7. On moving a charge of 20 coulomb by 2 cm, 2 J of work is done, then the potential difference between the points is
(a) 0.1 V (b) 8 V (c) 2 V (d) 0.5 V.

8. If the resistance of a conductor is 5W at 50º C & 7W at 100º C, then mean temperature coefficient of resistance (of material) is
(a) 0.013/ ºC (b) 0.004/ ºC (c) 0.006/ ºC (d) 0.008/ ºC

9. To draw a maximum current from a combination of cells, how should the cells be grouped?
(a) Parallel (b) Series (c) Mixed grouping
(d) Depends upon the relative values of internal and external resistances

10. Sensitivity of potentiometer can be increased by
(a) increasing the e.m.f of the cell (b) increasing the length of the potentiometer
(c) decreasing the length of the potentiometer wire (d) None of these

11. Forty electric bulbs are connected in series across a 220 V supply. After one bulb is fused the remaining 39 are connected
again in series across the same supply. The illumination will be
(a) more with 40 bulbs than with 39 (b) more with 39 bulbs than with 40
(c) equal in both the cases (d) in the ratio 402 : 392

12. Two resistors A and B have resistances RA and RB respectively with RA < RB. The resistivities of their materials are rA and
rB. Then
(a) rA > rB (b) rA = rB (c) rA < rB
(d) insufficient information to predict relation

13. Kirchhoff’s first law, i.e., Si = 0 at a junction, deals with the conservation of
(a) charge (b) energy (c) momentum (d) angular momentum

14. The figure below shows currents in a part of electric circuit. The current i is
(a) 1.7 amp
(b) 3.7 amp

i

2 amp

2 amp 1 amp

1.3 amp

(c) 1.3 amp
(d) 1 amp

15. A particle of mass m and charge q enters a magnetic field B perpendicularly with a velocity v. The radius of the circular
path described by it will be
(a) Bq/mv (b) mq/Bv (c) mB/qv (d) mv/Bq

16. Magnetic field intensity at the centre of a coil of 50 turns, radius 0.5 m and carrying a current of 2 A is
(a) 0.5 × 10–5 T (b) 1.25 × 10–4 T (c) 3 × 10–5 T (d) 4 × 10–5 T

17. A moving coil galvanometer has N number of turns in a coil of effective area A, it carries a current I. The magnetic field B is
radial. The torque acting on the coil is

(a) 2 2NA B I (b) 2NABI (c) 2N ABI (d) NABI
18. The line on the earth surface joining the point where the field is horizontal, is called

(a) magnetic equator (b) magnetic line (c) magnetic axis (d) magnetic inertia

19. At a certain place, horizontal component is 3  times the vertical component. The angle of dip at this place is
(a) 0 (b) p/3 (c) p/6 (d) p/8

20. In a coil of resistance 10 W, the induced current developed by changing magnetic flux through it, is shown in  figure as a
function of time. The magnitude  of   change  in  flux through the coil in weber is

(a) 8 i(amp)

t s( )0.10

4(b) 2

(c) 6

(d) 4
21. Two solenoids of same cross-sectional area have their lengths and number of turns in ratio of 1 : 2 both. The ratio of self-

inductance of two solenoids is
(a) 1 : 1 (b) 1 : 2 (c) 2 : 1 (d) 1 : 4
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22. Two coils are placed close to each other. The mutual inductance of the pair of coils depends upon
(a) the rates at which currents are changing in the two coils
(b) relative position and orientation of the two coils
(c) the materials of the wires of the coils
(d) the currents in the two coils

23. If instantaneous current is given by i = 4 cos (wt + f) ampere, then the r.m.s value of current is,

(a) 4 amperes (b) 4 2 amperes (c) 2 2  amperes (d) zero amperes

24. With increase in frequency of an A.C. supply, the impedance of an L-C-R series circuit
(a) remains constant (b) increases (c) decreases
(d) decreases at first, becomes minimum and then increases.

25. The transformer voltage induced in the secondary coil of a transformer is mainly due to
(a) a varying electric field (b) a varying magnetic field
(c) the vibrations of the primary coil (d) the iron core of the transformer

SECTION-B

This section consists of 24 multiple choice questions with overall choice to attempt any 20 questions. In case more than
desirable number of questions are attempted, ONLY first 20 will be considered for evaluation.

26. The spatial distribution of electric field due to charges (A, B) is shown in figure. Which one of the following statements is
correct ?

A B

(a) A is +ve and B –ve, |A| > |B| (b) A is –ve and B +ve, |A| = |B|
(c) Both are +ve but A > B (d) Both are  –ve but A > B

27. Quantisation of charge implies
(a) charge cannot be destroyed (b) charge exists on particles
(c) there is a minimum permissible charge on a particle (d) charge, which is a fraction of a coulomb is not possible.

28. For a given surface the Gauss's law is stated as . 0E dA =ò
rr

. From this we can conclude that
(a) E is necessarily zero on the surface (b) E is perpendicular to the surface at every point
(c) the total flux through the surface is zero (d) the flux is only going out of the surface

29. The capacitors of capacity C1 and C2 are connected in parallel, then the equivalent capacitance is

(a) C1 + C2 (b) 1 2

1 2

C C
C C+

(c) 1

2

C
C

(d) 2

1

C
C

30. Two points P and Q are maintained at the potentials of 10 V and – 4 V, respectively. The work done in moving 100 electrons
from P to Q is:
(a) 9.60 × 10–17J (b) –2.24 × 10–16 J (c) 2.24 × 10–16 J (d) –9.60× 10–17 J

31. The voltage of an ac supply varies with time (t) as V = 120 sin 100 pt cos 100 pt. The maximum voltage and frequency
respectively are

(a) 120 volt, 100 Hz (b)
120

2 volt, 100 Hz (c) 60 volt, 200 Hz (d) 60 volt, 100 Hz

32. In LCR circuit if resistance increases, quality factor
(a) increases finitely (b) decreases finitely (c) remains constant (d) None of these
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33. Figure shows some equipotential lines distributed in space. A charged  object is moved from point A to point B.
(a) The work done in Fig. (i) is the greatest
(b) The work done in Fig. (ii) is least
(c) The work done is the same in Fig. (i), Fig.(ii) and Fig. (iii)
(d) The work done in Fig. (iii) is greater than Fig. (ii) but equal to that in

A B

10V 20V 30V 40V 50V
Fig. (i)

20V 40V

A B

10V 30V 30V
Fig. (ii)

          

10V 20V 40V

A B

50V

30V

Fig. (iii)

34. In the circuit shown in Fig, the current in 4 W resistance is 1.2 A. What is the potential difference between B and C?
(a) 3.6 volt 4W

2W
8WA

B
C

i
i1

i2
(b) 6.3 volt
(c) 1.8 volt
(d) 2.4 volt

35 The powers of two electric bulbs are 100 watt and 200 watt. Both of them are joined with 220 volt. The ratio of resistance of their
filament will be
(a) 4 : 1 (b) 1 : 4 (c) 1 : 2 (d) 2 : 1

36. The voltage V and current I graphs for a conductor at two different temperatures T1 and T2 are shown in the figure.
The relation between T1 and T2 is
(a) T1 > T2

I

V

O

T2

T1
(b) T1 < T2
(c) T1 = T2

(d) T1 = 
2

1
T

37. Drift velocity of electrons is due to
(a) motion of conduction electrons due to random collisions.

(b) motion of conduction electrons due to electric field .
r
E

(c) repulsion to the conduction electrons due to inner electrons of ions.
(d) collision of conduction electrons with each other.

38. The current sensitivity of a galvanometer is defined as
(a) the current flowing through the galvanometer when a unit voltage is applied across its terminals.
(b) current per unit deflection.
(c) deflection per unit current.
(d) dflection per unit current when a unit voltage is applied across its terminals.

39. The magnetic dipole moment of a current loop is independent of
(a) magnetic field in which it is lying
(b) number of turns
(c) area of the loop
(d) current in the loop

40. An iron rod of length L and magnetic moment M is bent in the form of a semicircle. Now its magnetic moment will be
(a) M (b) 2M/p (c) M/p (d) M/p

41. The magnetic flux (in weber) linked with a coil of resistance 10 W is varying with respect to time t as f = 4t2 + 2t + 1. Then the
current in the coil at time t = 1 second is
(a) 0.5 A (b) 2 A (c) 1.5 A (d) 1 A
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42. An A.C. source is connected to a resistive circuit. Which of the following is true?
(a) Current leads ahead of voltage in phase
(b) Current lags behind voltage in phase
(c) Current and voltage are in same phase
(d) Any of the above may be true depending upon the value of resistance.

43. Two different wire loops are concentric and lie in the same plane. The current in the outer loop (I) is clockwise and
increases with time. The induced current i in the inner loop______.
(a) is clockwise
(b) is zero
(c) is counter clockwise                           I

(d) has a direction that depends on the
ratio of the loop radii.

44. A cylindrical bar magnet is kept along the axis a circular coil. If the magnet is rotated about its axis, then ________ in the coil.
(a) a current will be induced (b) no current will be induced
(c) only an e.m.f. will induced (d) an e.m.f and a current both will be induced

Given below are two statements labelled as Assertion (A) and Reason (R). Select the most appropriate answer from the options
given below:
(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
(c) A is true but R is false.
(d) A is false and R is also false.

45. Assertion: Ampere’s circuital law is analogous of Biot-Savart’s law.
Reason:  Ampere’s circuital law cannot be derived from the Biot-savart’s law.

46. Assertion : If two metal plates having charges Q, –Q face each other at some separation are dipped into an oil tank, then
electric field between the plates decreases.

Reason : Electric field between the plates, air
med =

k
E

E  due to polarization of dielectrical materials.

47. Assertion : The poles of magnet can not be separated by breaking into two pieces.
Reason : The magnetic moment will be reduced to half when a magnet is broken into two equal pieces.

48. Assertion: The work done by magnetic force on a moving charged particle is zero.
Reason: The work done by magnetic force on a charged particle is zero as the force is always parallel to velocity of particle.

49. Assertion : If  the current in a solenoid is reversed in direction while keeping the same magnitude, the magnetic field energy
stored in the solenoid remains unchanged.
Reason : Magnetic field energy density is proportional to the magnetic field.

SECTION-C

This section consists of 6 multiple choice questions with an overall choice to attempt any 5. In case more than desirable number
of questions are attempted, ONLY first 5 will be considered for evaluation.

50. The electric field intensity just sufficient to balance the earth’s gravitational attraction on an electron will be: (given mass and
charge of an electron respectively are 9.1 × 10–31 kg and 1.6 × 10–19 C.)
(a) –5.6 × 10–11 N/C (b) –4.8 × 10–15 N / C (c) –1.6 × 10–19 N/C (d) –3.2 × 10–19 N / C

51. Select the correct statements from the following
I. Inside a charged or neutral conductor, electrostatic field is zero.
II. The electrostatic field at the surface of the charged conductor must be tangential to the surface at any point.
III. There is no net charge at any point inside the conductor.
(a) I and II (b) I and III (c) II and III (d) I, II and III
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Case Study : Read the following paragraph and answers the questions.

Mean value of alternating current is defined as that value of steady current which would sent same amount of charge through a
circuit in the time of half cycle (p/2) as is sent by the a.c. through the same circuit in the same time.

Imean = 02I
p

, Emean = 02E
p

Here, I0 and E0 are Peak current and voltage.
R.M.S value of alternating current is the steady current which when passed through a given resistor for a certain time, shall produce the
same heat as the given A.C. shall do when passed for the same time.

Irms = 0
0

I
0.707I ,

2
= Erms = 0

0
E

0.707E
2
=

52. The alternating current of equivalent value of 0I
2

 is

(a) peak current (b) r.m.s. current (c) D.C. current (d) all of these
53. The r.m.s value of an a.c. of 50 Hz is 10 amp. The time taken by the alternating current in reaching from zero to maximum value

and the peak value of current will be
(a) 2 × 10–2 sec and 14.14 amp (b) 1 × 10–2 sec and 7.07 amp
(c) 5 × 10–3 sec and 7.07 amp (d) 5 × 10–3 sec and 14.14 amp

54. The instantaneous voltage through a device of impedance 20 W is e = 80 sin 100 pt. The effective value of the current is
(a) 3 A (b) 2.828 A (c) 1.732 A (d) 4 A

55. The voltage of an ac supply varies with time (t) as V = 120 sin 100 pt cos 100 pt. The maximum voltage and frequency
respectively are

(a) 120 volt, 100 Hz (b)
120

2
volt, 100 Hz (c) 60 volt, 200 Hz (d) 60 volt, 100 Hz
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